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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 29 Jun 2013 18.00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

As described by many before. Clean, comfortable, safe, with refreshing drinks available. Nice room,
all perfectly acceptable.

The Lady:

Heidi is more than adequately portrayed on the website, with a nice toned figure with a demure
shallow B-cup bust. She has a lovely main of blond hair and exquisite skin. She told me that she
was 30, and this is highly likely. The Scouser dialect can be either rather sensual or even perceived
amusingly dependent on the topic of conversation! In general though, she was in fact a very
informative, coherent lady, who obviously considers things carefully and judges accordingly.
Sophistication would not be too unjust a word, and she clearly has extravagant tastes and a large
expenditure to cope with. A very personable, professional lady, who will guarantee any man an
enjoyable time.

The Story:

Once again, arriving at this establishment only gave me the option of one lady, since the others
were all occupied, which states something for the popularity of GFE - credit where credit is due. I
cannot add much more to that, which has already been written about this gorgeous lady. I do have
two slight quibbles, slight as they are, and some may even find them alluring. The first is that Heidi
does indulge in some rather vocal encouragement, obviously pronounced at critical times. I can fully
accept that the purring during quiet moments is attractive, once in the midst of the passionate
throws, excessive unwarranted noise is slightly distracting.
The other, rather amusingly is her apparent sensitive clitoris. Whilst I gave admissions to this rather
delicate spot, Heidi persisted on wriggling copiously declaring that I was more tickling her than
pleasuring. A rather bizarre claim, but it was rather irritating attempting to keeping her still!
Saying that though, OWO was splendid and running one’s hands through that hair is wonderful.
A highly experienced lady, with a lot to offer, an engaging and attractive personality, all aid in
making this one of GFE’s better assets.
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